
T o enter a domestic interior is to advance into the private, intimate life 
of individuals and families. There are degrees of privacy in residen

_ tial spaces, particularly in oriental dwellings, which often distinguish 
between reception areas for strangers and family friends and those areas for 
family group activities where men and women (and children) mingle 
freely. This is not always the case in Western societies. Degrees of privacy 
are based, of course, upon social structure and social moves, upon func
tional uses, but also upon codes or conventions of what is presentable, that is 
to say, objects, images or even sounds that reflect the interior, personal 
sentiments, memories, devotions of individual inhabitants. The latter 
realm, of the fantasy life of people who invest of themselves in a space, can 
be contrasted with the image of the small private garden, or riad, which 
was described in the introduction to the last issue of Mimar (Number 8) as a 
"small room without a roof". Indeed, the degrees of privacy and fantasy 
are in many ways dependent upon Nature's will. In domestic interiors, on 
the contrary, it is the people's choice, individually and collectively (in the 
sense of family). 

In the Oriental Muslim house in particular, there is traditionally a very 
clear distinction made between the outer, public facade presented on the 
street, characteristically lacking in ostentatious ornamentation and the in
ner, courtyard facades or, even further, the walls of interior spaces. Tuni
sian examples of this from the town of Mahdia were presented in Mimar 7. 
Here we are turning our attention to recent contemporary interiors of 
dwellings, in which the financial means of the client have permitted him to 
employ an architect or a craftsman, or both, to give physical expression to 
personal fantasies and aesthetic values. Although the examples that have 
been selected from Morocco, Turkey, Pakistan, Indonesia, etc., reflect 
diverse cultural and climatological conditions, not to mention life-styles, 
three fundamental asp~cts are worth noting: a) the production process of 
designer working closely with traditional craftsmen to achieve the desired 
results, and b) the materials employed, which often involve age-old techni
ques for execution, but combined with other materials in new ways. c) the 
political dimension by the most influential taste-setters, whether they be 
king (as in the case of King Hasan II of Morocco) or wealthy bourgeois 
professionals or intellectuals. 

The so-called Modem Movement in the early 20th Century in the West 
suppressed applied ornamentation in architecture in an attempt to eliminate 
false imitations of materials or inappropriate motifs. Such a movement of 
protestation lead to a very dogmatic purist attitude by those who failed to 
understand that the Bauhaus, for example, ultimately sought to integrate 
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craft traditions and design aesthetic with machine-made objects. Most 
cultures of the developing world, not having experienced the nefarious 
effects of industrialised production of 'art objects', had been spared the 
theoretical and practical results of these 19th and 20th Century struggles in 
the West. After decades of having imposed upon them or having uncriti
cally opted for, Western aesthetic values, issued from entirely different 
circumstances, the pendulum has swung back (at least momentarily) to an 
appreciation of certain forms of traditional ornamentation. 

This is extremely important in terms of the processes of creation, as the 
case of the house in Marrakesh deomonstrates. Client, designer and crafts
man have renewed a dialogue which in many instances had fallen com
pletely out of favour. Moreover, in addition to providing three potential 
sources for innovation, the process generates employment in countries 
where labour is still the most important productive resource. 

Secondly, it is the designer, such as Mr. Cakirhan in Turkey or Mr. 
Willis in Morocco, who inteJjects imagination, or creative license if you 
will, into the process through his (or her) own 20th Century sensibility. 
The craftsmen, and their guild structure, are often extremely conservative 
and hesitate, or even refuse, to modify ancient habits for the sake of 
pleasing a client's fantasy - in choice of colours, of certain materials placed 
in close juxtaposition, and so on. Here, the designer or architect can 
assume something of the old role of the mimar, or master-coordinator. 

The third fundamental aspect to which we referred was the political 
one. When the highest authority in the land, as in the case of Morocco, 
takes a public stand in favour of traditional values in architectural express
ion, a model is set out for people to follow. Or when local government 
authorities, as in Turkey, gave Mr. Cakirhan an advisory role for future 
building projects in the region when his houses were built, people take 
notice. At issue here is the question of PATRONAGE of the arts. Official 
patronage can stimulate production, but it cannot ensure the permanent 
acceptance of values, aesthetic or otherwise. This is why the question of 
interior decoration - modernist (in the Western sense) or inspired from 
the past - is such a tricky one, for inevitably it is the individual's 
self-image, deeply rooted in the overall cultural context, healthy or in 
crisis, that will determine the options taken by the client. Models prefered 
from above, or gleaned in a magazine, may often be transistory in their 
effect upon choices, but the significant factor is ultimately the attitudes 
people have about their past history. 

Brian Brace Taylor 
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